The purpose of this paper is to generalize to Hilbert space a well known theorem of Jacobi on the transformation of integrals under a change of coordinates in En. In the process we develop some of the relevant integration theory over Hilbert space. Among the various theories [14; 3; 4; 5; 9; 10 ], of integration over a real Hilbert space 77 we shall utilize the one [14; 3; 4; 5], which seems most relevant to the quantum theory of fields and which is intimately connected with the Wiener integral. The formulation of the theory which we adopt is given in Segal [14, and we refer the reader to this paper for details. In outline this formulation consists in associating with 77 in an invariant way a probability space (S, m) and a map/-->/ which assigns a measurable function / on (S, m) to each tame function / on 77, a tame function being one which, roughly speaking, depends only on a finite number of coordinates in 77. The theory of integration over 77 is then the theory of integration over (5, m) with particular emphasis on those questions which arise from the relation of 77 to (S, m). In case H is real P2(0, 1) the probability space may be taken to be Wiener space.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize to Hilbert space a well known theorem of Jacobi on the transformation of integrals under a change of coordinates in En. In the process we develop some of the relevant integration theory over Hilbert space. Among the various theories [14; 3; 4; 5; 9; 10 ] , of integration over a real Hilbert space 77 we shall utilize the one [14; 3; 4; 5] , which seems most relevant to the quantum theory of fields and which is intimately connected with the Wiener integral. The formulation of the theory which we adopt is given in Segal [14, and we refer the reader to this paper for details. In outline this formulation consists in associating with 77 in an invariant way a probability space (S, m) and a map/-->/ which assigns a measurable function / on (S, m) to each tame function / on 77, a tame function being one which, roughly speaking, depends only on a finite number of coordinates in 77. The theory of integration over 77 is then the theory of integration over (5, m) with particular emphasis on those questions which arise from the relation of 77 to (S, m) . In case H is real P2(0, 1) the probability space may be taken to be Wiener space.
We first describe (Theorem 1) a class of continuous functions on 77 which are determined by their continuity properties alone and which correspond in a natural way to measurable functions on (S, m), i.e., functions/ other than tame functions for which/makes sense. The type of continuity involved plays a central role in the remainder of the paper and generalizes ordinary continuity in P" in the relevant way for the purposes of integration theory. Theorem 2 relates the convergence of sequences of these functions to convergence in probability of the associated measurable functions. Theorem 3 is a density theorem for the group of automorphisms of the algebra La(S, m) and provides a background for the approximation method used in the following theorem. Theorem 4 is a generalization of Jacobi's theorem for a transformation of the form T = I+K where 7 is the identity operator and K is nonlinear, small and smooth. In Theorem 5 we avoid the smallness requirement by considering a one-parameter group of nonlinear transformations on 77 on whose generator sufficient conditions are imposed which ensure that the elements of the group satisfy a Jacobi-like theorem. The case of linear transformations has already been investigated by Segal [16] .
Our results may be compared with those of Cameron and Martin [2] . We compare them briefly in the last example of the paper.
1. Measurable functions on Hilbert space. We follow Segal [14] in making Definition 1. A weak distribution on a real topological linear space, £, is an equivalence class of linear maps from the dual space, £*, of continuous linear functionals on L to real valued random variables on a probability space where two such maps, y-*n(y) and y^>m(y), are equivalent if for any finite set of vectors, yi, • • • , yk, in £* the two sets of random variables, n(yf), • • • , n(yk) and m(yi), ■ ■ ■ , m(yf), have the same joint distributions in &-space.
The relevant integration theory with respect to a weak distribution on a linear space is described in [14, Part II, §2, . We shall be concerned with a real Hilbert space, H, and we shall identify H and H* in the usual way. The distribution will be for the most part the canonical normal distribution with parameter c, i.e., that distribution, n, which is uniquely determined by (1) for any vector x in H n(x) is normally distributed with mean zero and variance c||x||2, (2) n takes orthogonal vectors into independent random variables. A tame function on £ is a function of the form f(x) = 4>(Px) where £ is a finite dimensional projection on H and cp is a complex valued Baire function on the range of P. By a measurable function on H we shall mean any random variable on the probability space mentioned in Definition 1 which is measurable with respect to the smallest Borel field with respect to which all of the random variables n(x) are measurable.
Furthermore we shall take for this probability space the particular one arrived at by the process described in [14, p. 117] unless otherwise stated. A tame function on H determines a "measurable tame function" on the probability space as in [14] and we shall frequently identify the tame function with the corresponding measurable function. We shall also consider the Lp space over the probability space and refer to it as LP(H, c) or simply LP(H) since the parameter c will be fixed throughout this paper. In this section we describe a class of continuous functions on H which correspond in a natural way to measurable functions on H and we relate the convergence properties of these functions on H to convergence in probability of the corresponding measurable functions.
Denoting by H0 the Hilbert space, H, in its norm topology we define a topology, Hi, as the weakest topology on H such that all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H are continuous from H2 to Ho-/£ is a locally convex topological vector space with basic open sets of the form U(xo,A) = {x:||^4(x -x0)|| <l} where A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. It is readily verified that these form a basis using the fact that if A and B are Hilbert-Schmidt operators so is (,4*,4-f-B*^1'2. We denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, (trace A*AY'2, by \\A\\, Let n be an integer which is fixed hereafter such that Prob(||^4" (-) || ^1/2) <8/6. By Lemma 1.2 the net of tame functions {||^4n£x||: £ in ff} converges in probability to ||^4" (-) ||-There exists a projection, £, in ff such that if P is in ff and £ ^ £ then Prob(|||i4»(-)|| -M»-P*lll ^ 1/2) < 8/6. Hence Prob(||^"£x|| ^ 1) <5/3 whenever £ is in ff and £^£.
By the uniform continuity of / on {x: ||-<4"x|| <1} there exists a HilbertSchmidt operator, A, such that |/(x)-/(y)| <e whenever ||-4 "x|| <1, ||.4"y|| <1 and ||^4(x -y)|| <1. In the proof of Lemma 1.2 it is shown that there exists a projection, S, in ff such that if £ and Q are in ff and P^S and Q^S then \\A(P-Q)\\i< (8/3cyi2 so that Prob(||,4(£-<2)x|| ^1)<8/3. Let £0 = R\/S, the supremum being taken in the lattice ff. As \f(Px)-f(Qx)\ <e whenever ||^."£x||<l, ||.4B (?x|| <1 and ||,4(£-(?) x|| <1 it follows that if £ and Q are in % and £^£0 and Q^P0 then Prob(\ f(Px)-f(Qx)\ ^e)
gProb(p"£x||^l)-r-Prob(p"(2x|| ^ l)+Prob(||yl(£-0x|| ^ 1) < 35/3 =5
proving the assertion in the first line of the proof. Letting e = 8 = l/k, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ we obtain projections Pk in ff as above such that if £ and Q are in ff and £^£* and Q^Pk then
The £* may be assumed increasing. Denoting by / the limit in probability of the sequence foPk it is readily verified that Prob(|/(£x) -f\ ^e)->0 as £->/ through ff. = ||C(x-x0)||. Ifa>0 then Yrob(g<a)>0.
Proof. It should be remarked that g is uniformly continuous in i/2 so that g exists. By Theorem 3 of [16] the canonical normal distribution is quasiinvariant under translations hence it suffices to prove the lemma for the case x0 = 0. We may assume that C* = C^0 by replacing C by (G*C)1/2. By the proof of Lemma 1.2 we may write f = lim in probn^oHCPnxH where £" is an increasing sequence of finite dimensional spectral projections of C such that the span of the ranges of the £" is the carrier of C. Put hm(x) =||C(/-£m)x||. Then f2 = lim in prob^ (||C£rox||2+h2m(Pnx)) =||C£m(-)||2 + ^. Since E(h2J = c||C(/ -£m)||2 we may choose m so large that E(j%) < a2/A. Then Prob(£2<a2/2)^l/2.
Further Prob(||C£m (-) ||2<a2/2) is equal to the normalized Gaussian measure of an open ellipsoid in a finite dimensional space. Hence Prob(||C£m(-) ||2<a2/2)>0.
As ||C£m (-) ||2 and l2m are independent random variables it follows that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [March Prob(f2 < a) ^ Prob(£ < a/2, ||CPm(-)||2< a/2) = Prob(£ < a2/2)-Prob(||CPm (-) ir < a/2) > 0.
Proof of corollary. We shall show that if there is a vector, xo, in 77 such that/(xo)?^0 then/ is not a null function. We may assume that/(xo) =<z>0. There exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, A, such that |[^4xo|| = b<l and such that/ is uniformly continuous in the topology 772 on the set V= {x \Ax \ < 1}. There exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, B, such that |/(x) -fiy) <a/3 whenever * and y are in V and ||P(x -y)|| <1. The operator C = (1 -b)~\A*A + B*BY'2 is Hilbert-Schmidt and if ||C(x -x0)|| <1 then ||.<4x|| g||.4xo|| + ||.4(x -x0)|| <b + l-b = l and also ||P(x-x0)|| <l-bSl.
Hence if ||C(x-x0)[| <1 then fix)=fixo)+ifix)-fixo))^a-a/3 = 2a/3. Putting g(x) = ||C(x-x0)|| we observe that g is uniformly continuous in the topology 772 and denote by g the corresponding measurable function. Let d = Prob(|<l/2). By Lemma 1.1.1 d>0. There exists a finite dimensional projection, P, having the properties that xo is in its range, that Prob(| f -goP| ^l/2)<d/3 and that
Theorem 2. Let {/"} be a sequence of complex valued functions on a real Hilbert space, 77, which are uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 772.
Let Bk be a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H such that ||B*||s-*0 as k->oo and assume that f" converges to a function, f, uniformly on the sets {x: ||P*x|| < 1}. Then f is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 7P2 and denoting by /", / the corresponding measurable functions we have / = limit in probability /".
Proof. There exist Hilbert-Schmidt operators An,k such that, for each n, fn is uniformly continuous in 772 on the sets jx: ||^4B,tx|| <1}, k = 1, 2, • • • and ||i4B,*||j-»0 as k-->°°. For each pair of positive integers, j, n there exists an integer k(j, n) such that H^K^Hl^r"^-". Let
The sum converges in Hilbert-Schmidt norm and in fact ||Cy||2</"1. Further,  ||Cjx||<1 implies ||-4B,it(,-,B) x|| <1 for all n, hence/" is uniformly continuous in 772 on {x: ||Cyx|| <1} for each n and j. Finally put Dj = iC2j+Bj*Bf)1'2.
Then ||7>;||2->0,/" is uniformly continuous in 772 on the sets Vj= jx: ||Pyx|| <1} and/B->/ uniformly on Vj. It follows that/ is uniformly continuous in 772 on each Vj proving the first assertion of the theorem.
Given e>0 and 8>0 we shall show that there exists an integer N such that Prob(|/B-/| ^ e) < 8 whenever n ^ N. Fix j so large that ||£y||2< (8/24c ). Using the notation and result of Lemma 1.2 it follows from £(||£y (-) 
Now
Prob( \fn-f\ ^ e) =S Prob( | /" -fn(Px) I £ e/3)
Choose P^R\/S. Then the first and third terms on the right of the last inequality are each less than 8/3 while |/n(£x) -f(Px) | ^ e/3 implies ||Z?yPx|| ^ 1 so that the middle term is also less than 5/3. Hence Prob(|/" -f\ sge)<8.
Q.E.D.
Examples.
(1) Let g be a complex valued function on H which is uniformly continuous in the norm topology on bounded sets. If A is a HilbertSchmidt operator then the function f(x) =g(Ax) is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology /£. One may take An = n~xA to satisfy Definition 2.
(2) A uniformly continuous function in i/2 is uniformly continuous near zero in £T2. Take all An = 0.
(3) A tame function, /, on H which is continuous in the norm topology is uniformly continuous near zero in £2. If/ is based on the range of the finite dimensional projection, P, then we may take ^4B = n_1£. A uniform limit of such continuous tame functions is uniformly continuous near zero in /£ by Theorem 2. The corresponding measurable function is then not only a limit in probability of measurable tame functions but also a uniform limit of such functions.
Remark. Theorem 1 shows that a bounded complex valued function, /, which is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology //2 is an invariant function in the sense of Friedrichs and Shapiro [4] . The integral of/ may be defined by f"f = E(f).
2. Automorphisms of the bounded algebra of //. Let (S, p) he a probability space. By the bounded algebra of (S, p) we shall mean the algebra, 3TC, of bounded complex valued measurable functions on 5 modulo the ideal of null functions. If / is in 911 we denote by Mf the bounded linear operator on L2(S, p) which consists of multiplication by/. To each automorphism, cp, of 9TC we shall associate a unique unitary transformation, U, of L2(S, p) such that UMfU~1 = M^{f) for all/ in 3TC and having the properties (A) £(1) > 0 a.e., U(f) U(g) = U(l) U(fg) for all / and g in 3TC.
Conversely every unitary transformation on L2(S, p) satisfying (A) corresponds to a unique automorphism of 911. To establish this correspondence suppose first that cp is an automorphism of 9TC. By Theorem 5 of [13] <p is a homeomorphism of 911 in the weak topology which 911 inherits as the dual space to L1(S, p). It follows that if Cr denotes the characteristic function of the measurable set, £, then the set function v(R) =fS(j>~1(CR)dp. is a countably additive probability measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Denoting by h the Radon-Nikodym derivative dv/dp. we observe that h>0 a.e. with respect to p and fshdp=l. Thus
(1) f 4>-V)dp = f fhdp
when/ is a characteristic function. (1) also holds when/ is a simple function and as an automorphism of 9TC is continuous in the £M topology of 9TC and as h is integrable it follows that (1) is valid for all/in 3TC. Now put U(f) =d}(f)h1'2.
It is not difficult to verify, using (1) , that U is unitary on bounded functions and extends uniquely to a unitary transformation on L2(S, p.) which we shall also denote by U. Note that £(1) =d>(l)hll2>0 a.e. and if / and g are in 91Z that TJ-1MgU=Mk for some k in 91X. Thus Mg=UMkU~1 = M^k) and g=d>(k). U will be called the unitary associated with the automorphism <p. Note that the map <p^£ is an algebraic isomorphism of the automorphism group of 9TC onto the group of unitaries satisfying (A).
We continue to deal in this section with the canonical normal distribution with parameter c on a real Hilbert space, H. By the bounded algebra of H we shall mean the bounded algebra of the associated probability space. In case H is finite dimensional it is known that every automorphism of its bounded algebra arises from a measurable transformation, £, of H by means of the relation cp(/) =/ o £ where T is one to one and onto except for sets of measure zero, whose inverse is also measurable and for which the measure Xn = IX7=i Pj> and Y* = IL-n+i Pj-X, Xn and Yn are probability spaces. The map 2~ll-i ajXj-^2~l%i aiii from a dense subset of 77 into L2iX) is a bounded linear transformation and its extension to 77 is a representative of the normal distribution on 77 with parameter c. The bounded algebra of 77 is isomorphic to the bounded algebra of X in a natural way and we concern ourselves henceforth with the probability space X.
As X = XnX Yn we may identify P2(X) with Z2(XB)<g>72(FB) in the well known way. Since R" and FB_i are both separable, nonatomic measure spaces of total measure one there exists an isomorphism of the bounded algebra of FB_i onto the bounded algebra of Rn which extends to a unitary transformation, Vn, of L\Yn_i) onto P2(P"). Let W»: L2(X)-*P2(XB) be the unitary transformation defined as follows: write L2iX) =L2(Z"_i)®P2(F"_1) and for the range space write L\Xn) =P2(X"_i)®£2(PB).
Put Wn=I®Vn where 7
LEONARD GROSS [March is the identity operator on L2(Xn-i). Wn restricted to the bounded algebra of X is an isomorphism onto the bounded algebra of Xn for it is clearly linear, one to one, onto and on finite linear combinations of functions of the form f®g where/ is bounded on -X"B_i and g is bounded on F"_i, it is multiplicative. Since every element in the bounded algebra of X is an L2 limit of a uniformly bounded sequence of elements of this form it follows that Wn is an isomorphism.
Now let U he any unitary transformation on L2(X). Put An= WnUW/,1 and Un=An®In where 7" is the identity on L2(Yn). A,, and Un are unitary transformations on L2(X") and L2(X), respectively. We shall show that Un->U strongly as w-> oo.
Denote by 1* the function identically equal to one on Yk. Let g be in L2(Xk) and put/ = g®l*. Then for n>k we have, putting 1' for the unit function on Rk+iX ■ ■ ■ XRn-i and 1" for the unit function on R", U"f
Hence Unf= (WnUf) ®ln. As the algebraic span of the subpaces L2(X")®1" is dense in L2(X) there exists for a given number €>0 an integer N and a function p in L2 (Xn) such that h = p®lN satisfies || t7/-fe||<e, where || || denotes the norm in L2(X). Nowif M^iV+l then (WJt) ® ln = h, for writing h = p®l'®l"-1 where 1' is now the unit on P^+iX ■ ■ • XP"-i we have Wnh = p®Y®Vnln~1 = p®Y®ln and (Wnh)®ln = p®V®ln~1=h.
Hence if n^max(N, k) + l we
Thus U"f->Uf. As the functions/of the above form are dense in L2(X) it follows from the uniform boundedness of the Un that Un-*U strongly.
It remains to show that if U is associated with an automorphism of the bounded algebra of X then the Un are also. If/and g are bounded functions
on Xn then (Anf)(Ang) = (WnUW;1f)(
. Note that we have used the fact that Wn extends to an isomorphism from the algebra of all measurable functions on X to the algebra of all measurable functions on Xn (modulo null functions).
We have also used the symbol, 1, to denote the unit function on X in the expression U(l) and on Xn in the expression An(l). As .4B (1)>0 a.e. on Xn, An is associated with an automorphism of the bounded algebra of Xn. Finally we have, ior fi, g, bounded on Xn, Yn respectively, i=l, 2, Un(fi®gi)-Un(f2®g2) = ((Anfi)(Anf2))®gig2 = (An(l)An(fif2))®gig2=Un(l)Un((fi®gi)(f2®g2)).
Thus for finite linear combinations, hi, h2 of such decomposable tensors, f®g, we have Un(h/) Un(h2) = Un(l) Un(hihf). Keeping hi fixed and letting /f2 run through a sequence of uniformly bounded functions in such a way that the functions /z2 converge in L2(X) while Un(hih2) and Un(h2) converge pointwise almost everywhere on X we see that this equation holds for all bounded measurable functions, h2.
A similar argument shows that the last equation holds for all bounded and measurable functions, hi and /z2, on X and completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark.
It is straightforward to verify that the group of those unitaries on L2(II) which are associated with automorphisms, i.e., which satisfy conditions (A) is closed in the strong operator topology. Corollary 3.1. Let II bc a real Hilbert space of arbitrary dimension. Denote by G the group of unitaries on L2(H) which are associated with automorphisms of the bounded algebra of II and by Go the subgroup of G consisting of those unitaries in G which are based on finite dimensional subspaces of II. Then Go is dense in G in the strong operator topology.
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3 in case // is separable so we consider an inseparable space, //, and a unitary transformation, TJ, on L2(H) which is associated with an automorphism of the bounded algebra of //.
Since the bounded measurable tame functions on H are dense in L2(H) every function in L2(H) is based on a separable subspace of H. Furthermore, if A£ is a separable subspace of L2(H) then there exists a separable subspace, K, of H such that every vector in M is based on K. For if fu /2, ■ • ■ is an orthonormal basis of M and K" is a separable subspace of // on which /" is based, n = l, 2, --■ we may take £ = span \Kn:
is a closed subspace of L2(H) where 1 is the function identically equal to one on K1 and as each /" is in L2(£)<S>1, M is also contained in L2(£)®1. Now suppose that gi, ■ ■ ■ , gk are in L2(H). Let Hi be a separable subspace of // on which gi, • ■ ■ , gk are all based. For any subspace £ of // we denote by B(K) the subspace of L2(H) consisting of elements based on K, i.e., £(£)=£2(£)®1 where 1 denotes here the unit function on KL. We define an increasing sequence of separable subspaces, H", of H inductively by observing that UB(Hn) and U*B(H") are both separable when Hn is so that there exists a separable subspace, Hn+i, of H with the property that B(Hn+i) contains span(B(Hf), UB(Hn), U*B(Hf)). Then Hn+i contains Hn and £=span{£": n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } is a separable subspace of H. B(K) is invariant under U and £* for it is clear that the algebraic linear span of the subspaces B(Hf) is invariant under £ and U* so that it suffices to prove that the algebraic linear span of the B(Hf) is dense in B (K) . To this end let Xi, x2, • • • be an orthonormal basis of K such that all Xj are in the algebraic linear span of the H". Functions of the form f(x) =<p((x, Xi), • • • , (x, xm)) where <p is a bounded Baire function on £", are dense in £2(£) and also are in the algebraic linear span of the £(£"). We note that gu ■ ■ ■ , gk are in B (K) . Now the map/->/cg> 1 where 1 is the unit function on K1 is a unitary transformation from L2(K) onto B(K) which is an algebraic isomorphism from the bounded algebra of K into the bounded algebra of H. Thus the restriction [March of U to B(K) gives rise to a unitary transformation of L2 (K) which is associated with an automorphism of the bounded algebra of K. Theorem 3 now applies and for a given e>0 ensures the existence of a unitary transformation, V, on L2(K) which is associated with an automorphism of the bounded algebra of K, is based on a finite dimensional subspace of £ and satisfies ||(£-10 gi|| <«> i=l, ■ • • , k wherein some obvious identifications have been made. Putting W=V®I in the decomposition £2(£) =L2(K) ®L2(KL) the corollary follows.
3. Absolute continuity of distributions. Before proceeding to the main result of this section we shall discuss weak distributions in more detail. Let m he a representative of a weak distribution on a real linear topological space, £. Then mis a linear map from £* to measurable functions on a probability space which we shall denote by (S, S, u) where u is a probability measure on a cr-algebra, S, of subsets of S. Denote by S0 the smallest o--algebra of subsets of 5 with respect to which all the measurable functions, m(y), yEL*, are measurable. Then S0C § and p is defined on S0. Let 3H be the algebra of bounded complex valued So-measurable functions on S modulo the ideal of null functions and, identifying an element of 9TC with a function on 5 in the customary way, put Em(f) =fsfdp for/ in 9TC. If m' is another representative of the same weak distribution on £ with values on (S', S', p') and if 3R' denotes the similarly defined algebra then it is known [14] that there exists a unique isomorphism from 9TC onto 3TC' which preserves expectation and whose extension, cp, to the measurable functions on (S, So, p) takes m(y) into m'(y) lor all y in £*. The weak distribution therefore defines a unique (up to an expectation preserving natural isomorphism) algebra, 9TC, with expectation functional, £, which we shall call the bounded algebra of £ with respect to the weak distribution.
The Lp space of £ with respect to the weak distribution may be defined as the completion of 9TC with respect to the norm ||/|| = (E(\f\p))1'p and may be identified with LP(S, S0, p). Convergence in probability likewise has an invariant meaning in that a sequence of functions {/"} which are measurable on (S, S0, u) and which converge in probability to / correspond under cp to a sequence, /"' =cp(/"), of measurable functions on (S', So', p') which converge in probability to <p(f). As in the case of the normal distribution on a Hilbert space we shall refer to a measurable function on (S, So, u) (mod null functions) as a measurable function on L with respect to the given weak distribution.
We shall continue to be concerned with a real Hilbert space, i£ It may be well to point out that if/(x) =v ((x,yf) The following definition is due to Segal [16] . absolutely continuous with respect to the distribution represented by n if there exists a complete homomorphism, <p, from the bounded algebra, 91, of L with respect to n into the bounded algebra, 311, of L with respect to m whose extension to the algebra of measurable functions on L with respect to n takes n(y) into m(y) for all y in L*. Herein a complete homomorphism is a homomorphism which preserves complex conjugation and is completely additive on orthogonal families of projections, i.e. </>( 2~^<< Pa) = 2~2<* 4>iP<*) whenever {Pa} is an orthogonal family of projections in 91. An infinite sum is to be interpreted as convergence in probability. The derivative of m with respect to n, denoted by dm/dn, is defined as the unique function in PHP. n) such that Em(<p(f))=En((dm/dn)f) for all/ in 91 where Em and PB are the expectation functionals. Two distributions are equivalent in the sense of absolute continuity if each is absolutely continuous with respect to the other.
Remarks. It is readily seen that absolute continuity is a property of the distributions and not merely of their representatives.
When L is finite dimensional the distributions m and n give rise to measures p and v, respectively, on L as in [14] and absolute continuity of m with respect to n is equivalent to absolute continuity of p with respect to v.
In the following we shall say that an operator, A, on a Hilbert space is of trace class if (.4*^4 )1/2 has a convergent trace on every orthonormal basis. As is known 
where yi, ■ ■ ■ , yk are arbitrary vectors in II and E is the expectation functional of the normal distribution.
The proof depends on the following lemmas. As there is no loss in generality we shall assume that B and C are non-negative (symmetric) operators. 
Proof. If I+C= (I+B)*(I+B).
Then I+C is nonsingular when B is in S and C = B+B*+B*B is then also in S. Using the facts that ||£|| ^||b||i and ||^4£||i^||4|| ||£||i whenever A is bounded it is easy to see that the map B->C is continuous on S and uniformly so on bounded subsets. For each a such that 0 <a < 1 let &" be the set of those symmetric operators C in S such that ((I+C) By the preceding remark we have
Thus (£(0> j) is also uniformly continuous in £2 and the measurable function wz(y)=lim in probability p_/(££(0> y) exists by Theorem 1. Linearity of m(-) is obvious.
Remark. We note that the net ((/+£££)(•), y) also converges to m(y) in probability as £-*/ through the directed set of finite dimensional projections since the terms of this net coincide with those of (££(•), y) for those £ for which Py = y. of measurable tame functions converges in probability to h as P-»/ through the directed set of finite dimensional projections on II.
Proof. It follows from equation (2) lemma will follow if we show that lim in probability ,p,r||PPP(-)|| =/. Now |||PPx|| -||PPPx||| S ||(7 -P)KPx\\ S /oil (7 -P)BDtPxCPx\\dt ||(7 -P)P|| ||CPx|| which converges to zero in probability as P->7 since ||(7 -P)P||-*0 uniformly while ||CPx|| converges in probability by Lemma
As |/-||PPP(-)||| ^|/-AoP|+|||PP(-)||-||PPP(-)||| and as both
terms on the right converge to zero in probability as P->7 the proof is complete. Then (Pp)_1 exist for each P and the net ||^4P(Pp)_1x|| of measurable tame functions converges in probability as P->7 in the directed set ff.
Proof. Put KP = PKP. It follows from the remark preceding Lemma 4.3 and from \\(KP)X\\ = \\PKPxP\\ ^||Pp*|| ^X<1 that ||PPx-Ppy|| gX||x-y|| which implies that TP is one to one for if Tpx= TPy then x -y = KPy -KPx and ||x -y|| ^X||x -y|| so that x=y. That TP is onto follows from a well known successive approximations construction of (Pp)_1 which construction we shall carry out here as the approximations are needed in the remainder of the proof. Let (Sp)o = I and define inductively (Sp)n = 1 -KP(Sp) "-i Now we show by induction that for each integer n the measurable tame functions \\A(P(SP)n -Q(Sq)")x\\ and ||^4((5p)B -(50)B)x|| converge to zero in probability as P and Q approach 7 through ff. That these are actually tame functions follows from the fact that P commutes with (Sp)n (which can be established easily by induction on n) and from the fact that P((SP)n -I)
= -PKP(Sp)n-i = -KP(SP)n-i = (SP)" -I for then (SP)n -(SQ)n = ((SP)n-I)P-((SQ)n-I)Q
so that \\A((Sp)n-(SQ)n)x\\ is also a tame function. Now observe that \\A(P(SP)n -Q(SQ)n)x\\ = \\A[P+P((Sp)n -I)-Q-Q(SQ)n -I)]x\\ g \\A(P -Q)x\\ + \\A((Sp)" -(SQ)n)x\\.
Since the first term in the last line converges to zero in probability by Lemma 1.2 as P and Q approach / through ff it suffices to show that, for each integer n, \\A((Sp)n -(5Q)n)x|| converges to zero in probability under the induction assumption that \\A(P(SP)k -Q(SQ)k)x\\ and \\A((Sp)k -(50)*)x|| converge to zero in probability for each k<n as P and Q approach / through ff. Note that for k = 0 the assumption is true. Equation 
= \\A[(Q -P)KQ(SQ)n-i + P(KQ(SQ),^i -KP(SP)n-i]x\\ g \\A(Q-P)\\\\B\\\\AQ(SQ)n-ix\\ + \\A\\\\B\\\\A[Q(SQ)n-i -P(SP)n-i]x\\.
The first term in the last line converges to zero in probability since ||^4 (Q -P)|| converges to zero uniformly as P and Q approach / while ||^4(2(-S'q)b-ix|| converges in probability as a consequence of the induction assumption. The second term on the right also converges to zero by the induction assumption. This proves the assertion of this paragraph.
As P commutes with (Sp)n for each n it also commutes with their strong limit, SP, and similarly we have (Sp -I)P = P(SP -I)=SP -I. As SP is a strong limit of continuous transformations which converge uniformly on the sets }x: ||CPx|| <M} and in particular on bounded sets SP is continuous so ||^4P5Px|| is a measurable tame function. As | ||;4P.SVz|| -M<2S0x|| I ^ \\APSPx -AQSQx\\
and as the first term in the last line converges to zero in probability it suffices for the proof of the lemma to show that the tame functions ||yl(Sp -Sq)x\\ converge to zero in probability as P and Q approach / through ff. Let e and 5 be positive real numbers. Since || CPx|| converges in probability as P->/ by Lemma 1.2 there exists a number M and a projection Po in ff such that P^Po implies Prob(||CPx|| ^ M) <8/3. There exists an integer N such that ||4(5p-(5'p)jV)x|| <e/3 whenever ||CPx|| <M. Note that N is independent of P. Thus Prob(||/l(5i» -(Sp)n)x\\ ^ e/3) < 8/3 whenever P ^ P0.
Since \\A((SP)N -(Sq)n)x\\ converges to zero in probability as P and Q ap- are tame functions and the corresponding net of measurable tame functions converges in probability as P->I in the directed set ff of finite dimensional projections.
There exist real numbers a and b such that 0 < a SA((KP)X) Sb for all x and P in ff. The first two terms in the last line approach zero uniformly in x as was proven in Lemma 1.2. The third term approaches zero in probability for observe that in the proof of Theorem 1 it was shown that |/(Px) -f(Qx) \ converges to zero in probability as P and Q approach 7 through ff where/ is the function satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. By hypothesis (2) of the present theorem ||Pr -P"||i has exactly the same properties as |/ (x) (1) and (2) of the theorem and from the fact that ||£I||1 = ||££IC||i^||£||2||c||2.
If Bn is a sequence of HilbertSchmidt operators such that ||£"||2->0 and such that A(KX) is uniformly continuous in £2 on each of the sets (x: ||£"x|| <1} then putting Cn = BT\+n~2A2 it follows that ||C"||2->0 as n->°o and that g(x) is uniformly continuous on each of the sets {x: ||C"x|| <1}.
It follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 that the exponential factors in gp(x) and g(Px) converge in probability to the same limit as £->/ through ff. We shall show that A((KP)f) and A(KPx) also converge to the same limit. By virtue of Lemma 4.1 it suffices to show that the net ||(£p)i -£/>i||i of tame functions converges to zero in probability.
To this end observe that
\\(KP)X -KPx\\i = \\PKPxP -KPx\\i g ||(£ -I)KPxP i + \\KPx(P -I)h S\\(P-I)BDPxCP\\i+\\BDPxC(P-I)\\i^\\(P-I)B\\2\\C 2+||£||2||C(£-/)|(2.
Hence ||(£p)x -£px||i converges to zero uniformly in x as P-+I through ff. All but the last assertion of the lemma is now proved. To prove that Prob(|>0) = l observe that £ is the product of two factors one of which is the exponential of an almost everywhere real valued function and the other is a limit of positive functions which by Lemma 4.8 that /f,-(||^4Px||) and /jj(||.4P(Pp)-1x||) both converge in probability for each j as P->7 through ff to measurable functions on H with respect to the normal distribution which we denote respectively by hj (||^4(-)||) and hj (\\AT~1(-)\\).
Now if P is a differentiable transformation of Pa onto itself which is one to one and has a nonvanishing Jacobian, det Lx, then as is well known
if v is continuous and has compact support. Noting that ||x||2 -1| 7px||2
where gP is defined in Lemma 4.8. The integrand on the right side of (3) is bounded and converges in probability as P->7 through ff, hence converges (3) is bounded and in view of Lemma 4.8 converges in mean as P->7 through ff. Passing to the limit in (3) we obtain
Assume further that u^O. Asj-*°o both A/(||4(-)||) and hji\\AT-li')\\) increase to the function identically equal to one. Application of the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem to both sides of (4) Let u run through a sequence, Uj, of continuous functions on Ek with compact supports such that «y ^ 0 and Uj f 1 monotonically. Again by the monotone convergence theorem we get P(f)=P(l) = l. Hence g is in L1iH) with respect to the normal distribution.
Equation (5) (5) holds is closed under bounded pointwise limits hence includes all bounded Baire functions.
By Lemma 4.8 f >0 almost everywhere. Hence if u(n(yi), ■ • • , n(yf)) is a null function so is \u(n(yi), ■ ■ ■ , «(y*))| and by (5) )) is a well defined isomorphism from the algebra 3lo of bounded complex valued measurable tame functions mod null functions on £ with respect to the normal distribution, n, onto the similarly defined algebra 9TC0 with respect to m. Let 91 and 911 be the bounded algebras of H with respect to n and m respectively. To conclude the proof of the theorem it suffices to show that <po can be extended to an isomorphism from 31 onto 3TC since such an isomorphism is always complete as was remarked in connection with Theorem 3. 9lo and 9TC0 are boundedly L2 dense in 91 and 9TC respectively, i.e., every element of 91 (respectively 9TC) is an L2 limit of a uniformly bounded sequence of elements of 9lo (respectively 3TT0). If/ is in 9l0 then (5) implies
Hence if /y is a uniformly bounded sequence of functions in 9lo such that £(|/y|2)^0 asj^oo then £(<p0(|/y| 2)g)^0 as/-»<». Thus <p0(|/y| 2)g^0 in probability and as g>0 a.e. cpo(|/|2)->0 in probability hence in L1. Thus <p0 is boundedly L2 continuous and extends to a homomorphism, cp, from 91 into 9TC. Note that (6) continues to hold for cp:
To show that <p(9l)=3TC it suffices to show that d>fl is also boundedly £2
continuous. This follows from (6) The proof depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let T be a transformation of II into itself which is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 772 with the 772 topology on its range. A ssume further that T has the following boundedness property: for any e > 0 there exists 5>0 with the property that if D is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with ||p||2<5 then there is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator F with ||p||2<e such that ||P7x|| <1 whenever ||Px|| <1. Let f be a complex valued function on II which is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 772. Then / o T is also uniformly continuous near zero in H2 and the net {(f o P o T) ~: P E ff} of measurable functions converges in probability to (/o T)~ as P->I through ff.
Proof. Let An he a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators such that ||-<4B||2->0 and such that/ is uniformly continuous in 772 on each of the sets Vn= {x: | .4Bx|| <1}. Let Bn be a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators such that ||P"| 2->0 and such that T is uniformly continuous from the topology 772 to 772 on each of the sets Wn= {x: ||PBx|| <1 }• For each positive integer j let Sj be a positive number with the property that if ||P> 2<5y then there is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator P with ||p||2<l/i such that P7x|| <1 whenever ||Px|| <1. Let nj be a sequence of positive integers such that ||^4BJj|2<8j and let Fj be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator such that ||Pj||2<1// and such that ||.4BiPx||<l whenever ||Pyx||<l. Put Cf = FfFj+BfBj. Then ||Cy||2->0 and P is uniformly continuous in 772 on each set Uj = I x: || C,-*|| < 1J. Furthermore / is uniformly continuous in 772 on TUj since || C,-x|| < 1 implies || P,-x|| < 1 which implies ||.4Bj.7x|| <1. Hence/o P is uniformly continuous in 772 on each set Uj and is therefore uniformly continuous near zero in 772.
Now if P is a finite dimensional projection then/ o P is a continuous tame function. By the preceding paragraph/o P o P is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 772. Thus we may form the measurable function Proof of Corollary. In order to avoid possible confusion we shall distinguish in this proof between a continuous tame function, f(x), on H and the measurable tame function on the associated probability space to which / corresponds. We shall denote the measurable tame function by / as this is consistent with Theorem 1. If u(h, • • ■ , tf) is a continuous and bounded complex valued function on Ek then <Po(u(n(yi), ■ ■ ■ ,n(yf))) = u((T (-) 
ince convergence in probability of a net of random variables commutes with composition by a continuous function. Thus if / is a continuous bounded tame function on // then (8) d>o ( It was shown in the proof of Theorem 4 that <po extends to an isomorphism <p of 91 onto a subalgebra 911 consisting of those functions in 91 which are measurable with respect to the smallest <r-ring with respect to which all the random variables miy), yEH are measurable.
By virtue of (7) <p is also boundedly P2 continuous and therefore preserves convergence in probability of uniformly bounded nets of measurable functions in 91. Hence if / is an element of ft then c&(/) =lim in probabilityp^/<6((/o P)~) =lim in probability p,j(/oPP)~ by (8) . Thus </>(/) = (/o T)~ by Lemma 4.1.1.
Since/o P_1 is in ft whenever/ is in ft by Lemma 4.1.1 it follows that the map/-s/o T,fE ft, has ft as its range and is therefore an automorphism of ft. Thus c6 has in its range all the functions /, /£ ft, and in particular all continuous tame functions. Therefore 9TC = 91 and <f> is an automorphism of 91. Since an automorphism of 91 is necessarily boundedly P2 continuous c6 is unique. The existence and uniqueness of the unitary U follows from the discussion preceding Theorem 3. This concludes the proof of the corollary. Proof. By hypothesis (1) of the theorem the map x^>Ax is continuous on H with the operator norm on the range since ||^4x||i ^||^L||.
It follows from Lemma 4.2 and the remark following it that Ax-Ay=flAy+t(X-y)(x -y)dt.
Hypothesis (2) of the theorem implies that \\AX\\ ^\\b\\ \\c\\ so that ||vlx -^4y|| ||£|| ||C|| ||(x -y)||. Hence A satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. The Cauchy-Lipschitz existence theorem may now be applied to yield the lemma. We shall make use of the following lemma of Gronwall [6] , the proof of which may be found in [8] . Jo Jo S M2\\f-h\\2.
(3) We may eliminate the transformation B from the preceding example, i.e., we may-take A =DC and K=aDC if for the function <p(/, s, u) we write <f>it, 5, u) =ypit, s)xiu) where ypit, s) is bounded and measurable on 7X7 and xiu) is a differentiable function which vanishes at 0 and whose derivative is bounded and satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. The uniform continuity of Af in 772 with the trace class norm on the range follows from the uniform continuity of Dt on 77 with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm on the range proved above. Hypothesis (2) of Theorem 5 is satisfied by taking B equal to ||x«|U times the adjoint of the operator with kernel ypit, s). (4) We shall indicate here the relation between our work and that of Cameron and Martin [2] . Let 77 be real P2(0, 1). We shall denote by 6 the Wiener measure space consisting of the continuous functions on [0, 1 ] which vanish at zero. A representative of the normal distribution on H with parameter e=l is given by the stochastic integral; n(f)(x)=f\f(t)dx(t).
Here/ is in 77, x is in 6 and n(f) is a random variable on & defined for almost all x in C. Denote by B' the submanifold of 6 consisting of those functions x in Q which are absolutely continuous and whose derivative x' is square integrable on [0, l] . Let D be the operator from C' onto 77 defined by Dx = x'. Let C be the operator from 77 onto 6' defined by (Cf)(t) =flf(s)ds. Then C and D are inverse to one another. We shall consider a transformation 5 of C onto C of the form S: x->x+Ax where A is a (not necessarily linear) transformation of 6 into 6 whose range is contained in C'. These are the kind considered in [l ] and [2] . Then £A is a transformation of C into H and we shall assume that on each Hilbert sphere in C with center at the origin £A is uniformly continuous from the Hilbert topology of 6 to the weak topology of H. Now let K=DAC and T = DSC = I+K. Then T is a transformation of H onto itself. £ and 5 correspond to one another in the sense that when £ induces an automorphism of the bounded algebra of H (=£°°(©)) as in Theorem 4 then this automorphism is given by £->£ o 5 for £ in £°°(C). To prove this it suffices to show that for each g in H the net {(££(0. i)~} of measurable tame functions (measurable functions on 6) converges in probability to n(g) o S as P->/ through the directed set of finite dimensional projections on H. To this end it suffices to prove that the net {(KP (-) , g)~} converges in probability to n(g) o A. Since C is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator when the Hilbert space topology is taken on its range it follows that the function iK-i'), i) is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology Hi. Hence the net {(KP (-) , g)~} of measurable functions on C converges in probability as P->/. As has been remarked before the net of finite dimensional projections may be replaced by a sequence and in this case by a sequence of spectral projections of C*C where C* is the Hilbert space adjoint of C. A calculation (which we omit) shows that the functions fk(s)=2112 cos ir(k + l/2)s, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • are the eigenfunctions of C*C and form an orthonormal basis of £2(0, 1). Thus if we put Pk equal to the projection of H onto span{/y(5), j = 0, 1, • ■ • , k} we may write lim in prob P^i(KP (-) , g)= lim in prob*..,*, (KPk (-) , g)~. If we write (KPkf, g) = <?((/, /o), (f,fi), ■■■, (/,/*)) then (KPk (-) , g)~ = <t>(n(fo), n(fi), ■■-, n(ff) ).
Since the functions /y are differentiable the integrals flfj(t)dx(t) exist for all x in C and we have (KPk (-) , g)~(x) = 4>(n(fo)(x), ■■■, n(ff)(x)) = (kP, £ /,*(/,) (x), A = (£AC£/y«(/y)(*),s). as jfe-><». Hence (KPk(-) , g)~(x) converges to (PAx, g) as k->=° since PA is continuous from the Hilbert topology of Q to the weak topology of 77. But as (7)Ax, g) =w(g)(Ax) the assertion that (KP (-) , g) converges in probability to n(g) o A is proved. Rather than give further conditions on A which will ensure that the transformation r = 7+PAC will satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4 and thereby induce an automorphism of LX(Q) we shall merely give a class of examples of such transformations A for which P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4. To this end we consider the function <p(t, s, u) =yp(t, s)x(u) considered in example (3) above. It is then readily verified that if a is sufficiently small we may take (Ax)(/) = a I dv I 4>(v, s, x(s))ds Jo Jo for then the transformation K=DAC is just the transformation of 77 considered in example (3) .
Comparison of this example with the results of [2]-shows that we may obtain from Theorem 4 some transformations of C not obtained in [2 ] which leave Wiener measure on C quasi-invariant, i.e., wo 5_1 is equivalent in the sense of absolute continuity to w where w is Wiener measure on 6. However we do not obtain all those transformations which are described in Theorem 2 of [2].
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